The cortical representation of gradient-adapted multiple-stimulus perimetry.
Some stimuli, if scaled in proportion to the reciprocal of inter ganglion cell receptive field separation (M-scaled) exhibit an isosensitivity profile. Perimetric profiles which are isosensitive across the extent of the normal visual field facilitate multiple stimulus perimetry and provide a convenient method for the detection of abnormality. The purpose of the investigation was to establish whether the stimulus diameters necessary to produce an isosensitive perimetric profile were scaled in proportion to M. Sensitivity profiles for a sample of 15 age-matched observers were obtained with the Friedmann VFA Mk II. The stimulus aperture diameters were then measured under 100 X magnification. The observed elliptical apertures, corrected for obliquity of viewing, plate thickness and distance from the eye were represented as diameters of circles possessing an equivalent area to that of the ellipse. The apparent diameters were then M-scaled relative to stimulus pattern h using the equations of Rovamo and Virsu (1979). An overestimation of the M-scaled diameters relative to the apparent diameters was noted which increased with eccentricity for all four cardinal meridians by a factor of up to 3.5 times. It is suggested that the over compensation indicates that the cortical representation of perimetric spot targets at low photopic adaptation levels depends not only upon retinal ganglion cell density but also upon the variation of ganglion cell characteristics with eccentricity. The implications of this finding for perimetric instrument design are discussed.